
Order of

Zhang Shuliang

Effective July 17, 2023

No. Service Unit

Cost w/o VAT 

in Belarusian 

rubles, 

kopecks

VAT, 

20%

Cost inc. VAT 

in Belarusian 

rubles, kopecks

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 Registration and placement of the vehicle in the customs control zone vehicle 11,00 2,20 13,20

2
Registration and submission to of notification on placement of goods in 

the customs control zone the customs authorities
notification 11,50 2,30 13,80

3
Staying of the vehicle on a specially equipped open guarded area in the 

customs control zone on the first and the following day
vehicle / day 16,50 3,30 19,80

4
Safeguarding of goods in the vehicle in the customs control zone on the 

first and the following day
ton / day 0,55 0,11 0,66

5
Entry of vehicle/special equipment into the customs control zone to 

receive goods
vehicle 3,75 0,75 4,50

6
Provision of parking space for a vehicle in the customs control zone 

with goods that have passed customs clearance and control 
(1) vehicle / day 30,00 6,00 36,00

7 Registration and placement of the vehicle in the customs control zone vehicle 7,40 1,48 8,88

8
Registration and submission to of notification on placement of goods in 

the customs control zone the customs authorities
notification 8,00 1,60 9,60

9
Staying of the vehicle on a specially equipped open guarded area in the 

customs control zone on the first and the following day
vehicle / day 9,00 1,80 10,80

10
Safeguarding of goods in the vehicle in the customs control zone on the 

first and the following day
ton / day 0,55 0,11 0,66

11
Storage of goods at the open guarded area of the temporary storage 

warehouse
Sq.m / day 0,75 0,15 0,90

12
Storage of goods in heated premises of the temporary storage 

warehouse
Sq.m / day 1,50 0,30 1,80

13
Storage of goods on europallets (1.2x0.8) in heated premises of the 

temporary storage warehouse (3)
pallet / day 1,32 0,26 1,58

14
Storage of goods on finnpallets (1.2x1.0) or US pallets (1.2x1.2) in 

heated premises of the temporary storage warehouse (3)
pallet / day 2,60 0,52 3,12

15 Storage of goods heated premises of the customs warehouse Sq.m / day 1,17 0,23 1,40

16
Storage of goods on europallets (1.2x0.8) in heated premises of the 

customs warehouse 
(3) pallet / day 0,93 0,19 1,12

17
Storage of goods on finnpallets (1.2x1.0) or US pallets (1.2x1.2) in 

heated premises of the customs warehouse 
(3) pallet / day 1,80 0,36 2,16

18
Storage of goods at the temporary storage warehouse, placement for 

further customs control procedure 
(4) Sq.m / day 2,20 0,44 2,64

19
Storage of over-sized goods in heated premises of the temporary storage 

warehouse and customs warehouse 
(5) Sq.m / day 3,00 0,60 3,60

20 Storage of international mail, express cargo up to 31 kg 
(6) cargo (batch) / day 0,65 0,13 0,78

21 Storage of international mail, express cargo up above 31 kg 
(6) Sq.m / day 1,50 0,30 1,80

22 Cold room storage of goods 
(7) Sq.m / day 1,80 0,36 2,16

23
Storage of motorcycles, mopeds, ATVs, watercraft of similar 

dimensions
vehicle / day 7,00 1,40 8,40

24 Open-area storage of single vehicles with unladen weight up to 3.5 tons vehicle / day 8,00 1,60 9,60

25 Open-area storage of single vehicles with unladen weight over 3.5 tons vehicle / day 9,60 1,92 11,52

26 Open-area storage of road trains vehicle / day 13,75 2,75 16,50

27
Open-area storage of large-sized vehicles, special vehicles, water and 

flying vehicles
vehicle / day 22,00 4,40 26,40

Сustoms warehouse, temporary storage warehouse goods storage service 

Commercial vehicle storage at temporary storage warehouse and customs warehouse
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28
Open-area storage of single commercial vehicles arriving on a car 

carrier, w/o unloading
vehicle / day 25,00 5,00 30,00

29 Unloading/loading operations (mechanized) pallet 2,00 0,40 2,40

30 Unloading/loading operations (mechanized, over-sized cargo) (5) ton 6,25 1,25 7,50

31 Unloading/loading operations (manual) 
(9) ton 12,92 2,58 15,50

32 Unloading/loading (manual) of international mail, express cargo 
(6) cargo / batch 1,85 0,37 2,22

33 Unloading of containerized commercial vehicles vehicle 79,17 15,83 95,00

34 Mechanized operations (palletized cargo) pallet 9,93 1,99 11,92

35 Mechanized operations (over-sized cargo) 
(5) ton 20,83 4,17 25,00

36 Manual operations 
(9) ton 26,67 5,33 32,00

37
Ramps, platforms at the request of state authorities during control 

procedures 
(10) hour 16,67 3,33 20,00

38 Cross-docking (mechanized) pallet 4,00 0,80 4,80

39 Over-sized cargo cross-docking (mechanized) 
(5) ton 16,00 3,20 19,20

40 Cross-docking (manual) ton 16,00 3,20 19,20

41

Double-stage cross-docking - combined (manual and mechanized), 

cargo is regrouped during unloading/loading and relocated to/from the 

storage area

ton 22,50 4,50 27,00

42
Open-area unloading/loading operations (mechanized) outside the 

warehouse ramp 
pallet 6,50 1,30 7,80

43
Open-area unloading/loading operations (mechanized, over-sized 

cargo) outside the warehouse ramp 
(5) ton 9,21 1,84 11,05

44
Open-area unloading/loading operations (manual) outside the 

warehouse ramp 
ton 12,92 2,58 15,50

45
Open-area space in the customs control zone for unloading and loading 

operations with the client’s special equipment
hour 30,00 6,00 36,00

46 Space for vehicle replacement hour 8,00 1,60 9,60

47 Ramp, platform for cargo inspection in the vehicle hour 10,00 2,00 12,00

48 Ramp, loading/unloading area for customer’s use hour 10,00 2,00 12,00

49 Goods relocation for subsequent storage from one warehouse to another pallet 2,00 0,40 2,40

50 Manual scaling of goods weighting 4,42 0,88 5,30

51 Mechanized scaling of goods weighting 4,42 0,88 5,30

52 Vehicle weighting  single axle weighing 5,50 1,10 6,60

53 Sorting, unpacking, picking, palletizing of goods 
(10) persons / hour 9,00 1,80 10,80

54 Stretch wrapping of goods pallet 3,70 0,74 4,44

55 Scotch wrapping of cargo (box) cargo 0,40 0,08 0,48

56 Scotch wrapping of palletized goods pallet 3,70 0,74 4,44

57 Labeling of goods with unified control signs 
(11) 1 label 0,05 0,01 0,06

58 Marking of goods with self-adhesive excise stamps 1 label 0,06 0,01 0,07

59
Marking of goods placed inside souvenir packaging (individual 

packaging), UCM, VI, excise stamps, stickers 
(11) 1 stamp, sticker 0,10 0,02 0,12

60 Counter labeling 
(11) 1 label 0,06 0,01 0,07

61
Marking of goods placed inside packaging (individual packaging), 

UCM, VI, excise stamps, stickers 
(11) 1 stamp, sticker 0,10 0,02 0,12

62 Defective cargo handling 
(10) persons / hour 11,00 2,20 13,20

63
Formation of cargo item (goods palletizing) when unloading or shipping 

goods from the warehouse
pallet 1,25 0,25 1,50

64 A4 photocopy page 0,50 0,10 0,60

65
Document handling, as well as performing simple customs operations 

upon the client’s verbal or written request 
(10) persons / hour 25,00 5,00 30,00

66
Preparation of document set for vehicle unloading  to the temporary 

storage warehouse 

per one recipient in one 

vehicle
20,00 4,00 24,00

67
Ensuring of unloading from a vehicle to the temporary storage 

warehouse at the request of an interested party 
(10) persons / hour 20,00 4,00 24,00

68

Registration, placement, execution of a notice of placement of a vehicle 

on the territory of the temporary storage warehouse for examination for 

admission to transportation

vehicle 11,25 2,25 13,50

69
Sealing of the cargo compartment of the vehicle at a verbal or written 

request of an interested party
vehicle 3,50 0,70 4,20

70 Pallet rental pallet / day 0,10 0,02 0,12

Customs warehouse, temporary storage warehouse handling service

Unloading/loading (8) of the vehicle when placing goods for storage

Unloading/loading 
(8)

 of goods from/into a motor vehicle without placement for warehousing at the request of customs authorities; state inspection for 

seed production, quarantine and plant protection; state veterinary supervision; other state authorities                                     

Cross-docking service

Unloading/loading 
(8)

 of a motor vehicle at the open area at the temporary storage warehouse and customs warehouse

Other service 
(10)

Cargo handling operations

Optional services



71 Article case picking 
(12) 1 piece 0,12 0,02 0,14

72 Complete-package (box) case picking 
(13) 1 box 0,30 0,06 0,36
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Reviewed: Deputy Director General Xu Dafeng

Reviewed: Assistant Director General Zhang Long

Reviewed: Warehousing logistics department Yu.A. Strok

Reviewed: Manager for customs and operations of Warehousing logistics department T.A. Anisovich

Reviewed: customer service manager M.Yu. Chagina

Reviewed: chief accountant A.V. Cherepanov 

Charged for each type of operations.

Includes forklift relocation to storage/inspection area

Payable for every full and incomplete 30 minutes. If operation takes less than 30 minutes, service charged is calculated as per 30 minutes.

Regardless of the time when vehicle enters the customs control zone, the day of entry and the day of exit from the CCZ are counted as full days.

Applies to goods not covered by storage acceptance certificates

UCM - unified control mark, VI - visual identification, self-adhesive excise stamps only

The service includes searching for goods with the required article, stacking the goods into (on) the cargo place

The service includes finding the package (box) with the required goods, without opening it, stacking the package on the cargo place

This Price List applies to legal entities, individual entrepreneurs and individuals, residents and non-residents of the Republic of Belarus. Cost of services for non-residents of the 

Republic of Belarus is calculated in the foreign currency stated in the contract by the following formula: the cost of services without VAT in Belarusian rubles divided by the 

foreign currency exchange rate set by the National Bank of the Republic of Belarus effective on the day of issuance of the invoice (service acceptance certificate) minus 2 (two) 

percentage points. Foreign currency invoice is valid for three banking days.

The service is applied from the day following the day of completion of customs clearance of all goods in the vehicle.

International mail, express cargo is single foreign trade operator in one single vehicle. If one foreign trade operator has two or more cargoes, the unit of measurement is 

“batch”, the maximum weight of duty-free imported goods is established by the legislation of the Republic of Belarus. Added cost for each full or incomplete 0.5 kg is 0.20 

Belarusian rubles. 

Over-sized cargo is cargo (cargo items) with height over 2.0 meters and width/length over 1.2 meters

Regardless of the time the goods are placed in the warehouse, the day of placement and the day of issue of goods are counted as full days.

If the goods are placed in an area of less than 1 square meter, the storage fee is charged as per 1 square meter.

The invoice for storage service at the temporary storage warehouse, customs warehouse, consignment warehouse shall be issued at least once a month.

Storage temperature mode is +2 to +6 °С.

Consolidated cargo (goods) is cargo shipped to two or more consignees (consignors) in one vehicle regardless of the number of sets of shipping documents of each of the 

consignees (consignors). Services stated under no. 9 and no. 10 are rendered only on the next day to consignees (consignors) that have not been cleared by customs.

Applies for rack storage only.


